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When Becky Gerber Young '95 began
her Cedarville education, she never
dreamed she'd be working with the
Miami Valley Hospital Caref light
team. Her favorite kind of teamwork,
however, is that which she
experiences when working with her
husband, Darren '95, as they serve
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12 Abundant Grace
In her time of need, Lois Baker (shown on cover with senior
nursing student Jana Glessner) found herself the recipient of
an alumni outpouring of love.
15 Teamwork at Its Best
Darren and Becky Young have made teamwork a defining
part of their lives, both in their careers and their home.
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In the Winter 1999
Inspire, we shared how
Valerie Dell Huber '80 is
helping to teach abstinence
in Ohio schools. Valerie
writes, "As a result of the
Inspire article, the health
educator from Greene
County (a Cedarville
alumnus) came to one of
our in-service dates and
will probably use our
materials. Additionally, the
national director of Teen
Aid may be interested in
collaborating the statistical
results to our program for a
national survey on the
effectiveness of abstinence
education. Dr. Merlin
Ager '60 (our evaluator) is
looking into professional





our efforts! I feel
like I'm barely




constantly amazed at how
God is propelling our
efforts! I feel like I'm
barely able to keep up—
things are moving so
quickly. I'm seeing prayers
answered already that I
expected to be long-term
requests. ... My prayer is
that God will use me in





Never have we received
such an influx of responses
to a story! The five stories
of adoption of Chinese
children must have touched
hearts. The following are a
few comments and updates.
Adrienne Butterfield
Zwart '92 writes, "I can't
thank you enough for
including the adoption
stories in the last Inspire.
Hearing stories of others
that have gone through the
process is so encouraging to
those like my husband and I
who are beginning the
process. My desire to adopt
internationally started back
at Cedarville during a
research project on Tibet
where I learned of China's
one-child rule."
The other day she
asked me where
her brother was.
When I told her
she didn't have
one, she asked,
"Can we go to
Kmart and get
one.
"One of the things I found
most encouraging was that
God provided financially
for these families. We have
met the financial
requirements set by INS,
but have not been able to
proceed because of the
agency expenses. So we
continue to wait for God's
direction. Megan, our soon-
to-be three-year-old, is not
as patient. The other day she
asked me where her brother
was. When I told her she
didn't have one, she asked,
'Can we go to Kmart and get
one?' Anyway, thanks for
being an encouragement to
my husband and I long after
we graduated."
Carl '83 and Susie Olson
Ruby '86 went to China on
December 4 and returned on
December 19 with 9-month-
old Leah Noelle Meizhen
Ruby. While in China, Carl
and Susie had the unique
opportunity to visit the
orphanage and location where
Leah had been abandoned.
Susie Olson Ruby '86 with Leah
Carl states, "Probably the
hardest part of the trip was
visiting the orphanage. Of the
200 babies there, only a third
will be adopted. Several times
while we were there, staff
members would come up and
say, 'Send more families."
"We came home from
China feeling very blessed
and very wealthy. We have so
much here, and most of us
have no idea of the needs that
Several times while
we were there, staff
members would
come up and say,
"Send more
families."
exist around the world.
I think that along with the
blessings that we enjoy
comes a responsibility to
meet needs wherever we
find them."
Several readers have called
the alumni office to request
more information about
adopting. The Ruby family




Kim Doughty of Lutheran
Social Services of the Miami
Valley (937-325-3441), a
private, nonprofit social
service agency, states, "It was
exciting to read about the
families recently featured in
'Alumni Profiles.' Hopefully,
seeds will be planted by such
articles in the hearts and
minds of others who may be
able to open their homes to
children in need."
A To share your photo with
Inspire readers, please send
one glossy photo to the alumni
office, P.O. Box 601,
Cedarville, OH 45314.
(Because of quality issues, we
cannot accept computer print-
outs or e-mailed pictures.)
Please include a self-
addressed, stamped envelope
if you would like your photo
returned. We reserve the right
,to limit the number of
submitted pictures published in
the Inspire.
From the Director's Chair
What an exciting
challenge it has been to
create this newly-





fascinating to watch the
final product unfold.
I trust you will find the
change not only
aesthetically pleasing,
but also refreshing in its
design and content.
A special thanks to Dan
Clingan, Kara Steinman,
and Charity Rizer
Grahame '98, who were
instrumental in this
process.
As I travel around the
country and meet with





"Is Cedarville going to
become a university?"
"How has Cedarville





"How is that nursing
professor who was in a
serious car accident?"
In planning this Inspire
about alumni nurses and
the nursing department,
I wanted to be sure to
answer that question.
In writing the cover
story, Dr. Lois Baker
tells about the accident,
her recovery, and the
impact the nursing
students and professors










have been prepared to
face the challenges of a
very demanding career.
They have been
instructed to meet the




I know you will enjoy
meeting some of
Cedarville's nursing










ast October Mrs. Dixon andI had the pleasure of hosting
the annual 25th year reunion
breakfast at our home. As we
crowded into our gathering room
with the Class of 1974, I gave an
update on the 'Ville and asked
them if all of the changes during
the past 25 years and the changes
on the drawing board disturbed them. As is typical
with our grads that I encounter, the answer was
"no." They explained that the continual development
and expansion of Cedarville strengthens their
degrees and makes them excited to be Cedarville
College graduates. They also seemed pleased with
the wise decisions the College has made up to this
point in land acquisition, facilities, programs, and
technology.
A key observation was that neither our mission
nor our doctrinal commitment change. Our alumni
rejoice that the daily emphasis on the importance of
chapel does not change. I personally remain
committed to chapel being a key to the Cedarville
culture. I believe chapel is the heartbeat of every
Christian college, and if you want to know what a
Christian institution of higher learning is all about,
just show up for chapel. In addition, our dedication
to Christian ministry, the Great Commission, and
reaching a world for Christ is stronger than ever.
As we face a new century and a new millennium,
we look forward with great anticipation to the
changes that are taking place and that will continue
to happen. It is exciting to think about the 150,000
square foot Student Life Center that will open this
fall, the Fitness/Recreation Center to be constructed
in the near future, and the new dorm complex to be
developed on our now 400-acre campus. We have
restructured our academic division into schools.
New undergraduate programs are added on a regular
basis. We are very close to offering our first
graduate programs.
Everything done in the name of Christ ought to
have quality stamped all over it. (You have heard
that before!) At Cedarville we are committed to
excellence, that is, doing things well for our Lord.
Lord-willing, we will continue to progress in a
strategic, thoughtful, and prudent manner.
Please remember, your alma mater takes all of the
planning and progress back to our mission, back to





Join Us for Graduate Courses this Summer!
Cedarville College's 2000 Institute for Educators is designed for Christian teachers and
principals eager to improve their teaching skills through advanced training.
Consider these courses if you:
1. Seek top-quality graduate level instruction that integrates biblical truth and
learning.
2. Desire to maintain or upgrade your state or ACSI certification.
3. Plan to start a graduate degree program.
All courses apply to Cedarville's master of science in administration degree or to the
proposed master of education degree.
Join us for any or all of the following courses:
EDU-620 Models of Teaching
(2 semester credits)
EDU-700 Applied Learning Theory
(or EDU-710 School Improvement)
(2 semester credits)
Monday-Friday, June 12-23, 2000
Improve your classroom teaching with this dynamic, two-week course of study.
You will discover practical teaching techniques, strategies, and models that you can
implement in your school. Through demonstrations, peer teaching sessions, and
feedback from peers and instructors, you will learn instructional and inductive models
such as concept attainment and the structural approach to cooperative learning.
MBS-625 Bible Survey for Educators
(3 semester credits)
Monday-Friday, June 26-30, 2000
Gain a comprehensive perspective, or "big picture" of the Bible while you learn
important inductive Bible study methods for your own continued study. You will
expand your biblical worldview of education as you increase your knowledge of the
Scriptures and implement Bible study techniques.
EDU-670 Advanced Media & Technology
(2 semester credits)
Wednesday-Saturday, July 5-8, 2000
Enhance your knowledge and skills in educational technology while you learn to
integrate the vast resources of the Internet into your classroom. Utilizing Cedarville's
award-winning computer resources, you will develop your skills by tackling projects
directly applicable to your professional responsibilities.

















Spend three nights in a
4-star hotel, tour and shop in
lovely Stratford, enjoy two
backstage tours, and attend
these five plays:
• The Three Musketeers
• Tartuffe
• Fiddler on the Roof
• As You Like It
• The Importance of
Being EarnestContact the alumni office!
1-800-837-2566
Tell Us Your Story!
If you have an interesting story for one of the following issues of Inspire
(or if you know of another alum who does) please contact the alumni office.
Story ideas and alumni updates must be submitted by the dates noted below.
Fall 2000 — Home Schooling
Many Cedarville College alumni are involved in home schooling. Tell us how
you are involved and if you know of alumni involved on the regional or
national level. (July 25, 2000)
Winter 2000 — Women in Ministry
Alumni teachers, worship leaders, seminar speakers, missionaries, and Christian
education directors ... how are women influencing the world for Christ?
(October 10, 2000)
(Gromacki Takes Part In Prestigious
Swindoll Series
Several years ago, Chuck Swindoll, president
of Dallas Theological Seminary and host of
Christian radio's In Touch, invited Dr. Robert
Gromacki to write a book on the Holy Spirit.
The book would be part of the Swindoll
Leadership Library series. Dr. Gromacki, who
serves as distinguished professor of Bible
and Greek at Cedarville College, accepted
the invitation and produced The Holy Spirit:
Who He Is, What He Does, released in the
fall of 1999. The Holy Spirit is the
sixteenth installment in the 30-book
Swindoll Leadership Library series. "I am
extremely honored and full of joy at the
same time that Chuck Swindoll and Word
Publishing asked me to write this book,"
Dr. Gromacki shared.
In his book, Dr. Gromacki sets out to direct laypeople in a practical, biblical
understanding of the role of the Holy Spirit. "In the hearts of Christians
today," Dr. Gromacki noted, "the two most common reactions to the Holy
Spirit are fear or fascination. Either reaction is extreme." The Holy Spirit leads
the reader from Bible verse to Bible verse, looking at what the Holy Spirit has
to say about Himself and issues such as "Should Christians speak in tongues
today?" and "Can we lose the Holy Spirit?"
Currently in his 40th year of teaching at Cedarville College, Dr. Gromacki
has written 15 books, including Are These the Last Days? and Salvation is
Forever. He currently pastors Grace Community Baptist Church in Washington
Court House, Ohio, and resides in Springfield, Ohio, with his wife, Gloria.
More information about ordering The Holy Spirit can be found at





students' efforts to enhance the
performance of an ethanol-burning
Chevrolet have captured the attention
of automobile enthusiasts from
around the country. The February
2000 issue of Car and Driver
magazine features the College's
participation in a contest sponsored
by General Motors, the U.S.
Department of Energy, and Natural
Resources Canada.
Students from 14 colleges and
universities across the United States
and Canada competed against one
another to modify a stock Chevrolet
Silverado to best run on E85 alcohol,
a mixture of 85 percent alcohol and
15 percent gasoline. The teams
worked for several months designing
and implementing their modifications.
Last spring, the teams transported
their vehicles to Milford, Michigan,
where they underwent a battery of
tests ranging from emissions and fuel
economy to cold-starting and
acceleration. According to Car and
Driver, Cedarville was one of two
schools whose teams came up with
the most creative modifications.
The magazine cited teams from the
University of Nebraska and Cedarville
for "a surprising degree of
refinement." The periodical also
reported that the Cedarville entry
took top honors in acceleration.
The Silverado modified by the
Cedarville College engineering
students was also selected for display
at the North American International
Auto Show. This premier automotive






2. Post Office, CDR Radio Network




7. Milner Business Administration
Building, Alumni Office
8. Engineering, Nursing, Science Center
9. Centennial Library






16. Tibbetts Hall, Cedars
17. Dixon Ministry Center




20. Marshall Hall The Hill (M)
21. Carr Hall
22. Palmer Apartments (M)
23. Faith Hall (W)
24. Maddox Hall (W)
25. Lawlor Hall (M)
26. Printy Hall (W)









28. McKinney Hall (W)
29. McChesney Hall (M)
30. Miter Conference Center
31. Brock Hall (M)
32. Johnson Hall (W)
33. Green Conference Center












Debbie Blackburn Betts '79 (right) and her 13-year-old
daughter Emily Betts (Boardman, Ohio)
nner-tip
Vicki Jordan Martin '77N and her daughter Amy Martin '02
(South Charleston, Ohio)
nner-up
"The Bee" and "Little Bee" Addison Love,
the 3-year-old son of Dana '99 and Dayna
Sloderbeck Love '92 (Springfield, Ohio)
nner-up
Terri Davis Sparks '80 and son Tim Sparks '03 (Toledo, Ohio)
nner-tip
left to Right -
Randy Southwell '93
(Byron Center, Michigan),
David B. Southwell '70
(Etters, Pennsylvania),
David J. Southwell '97
,.(Eters, Pennsylvania)
Thanks to all who submitted photos! Inspire 7
Council Update
In With the New
Doug Schroeder '75
Doug and his wife, Kathy,
have been married partners
in vocational Christian
ministry for the past 23
years. They have two
children: Lisa is a freshman
at Cedarville, and Jim is a
sophomore in high school.
The Schroeders live in
Bloomington, Indiana,
where Doug serves as the
senior pastor of Emmanuel
Baptist Church and as the
chairman of the Council of





Debbie and her husband,
Michael '80, reside in
Bellbrook, Ohio. They have
two children: Matt, a
freshman at Word of Life
Bible Institute, and Emily, a
sophomore at Xenia
Christian High School.
Debby has had a ministry at
Cedarville for 10 years to
girls who have been
sexually abused. She began
her master's degree in
counseling in January
2000. Her interests are
ministry, keeping up with




At the December alumni council meetings, we bid a fond farewell to
two local members of the council who have completed four-year terms.
Rich Blumenstock '63 and Amy Young Womack '80 have served the
council and the alumni association with enthusiasm and diligence.
Over the past four years, Rich has served as chair-elect, as well as
chairperson, and Amy has served as secretary. They were both vitally
involved with students and with finding ways to connect students with
the alumni association. Thank you for your service!
At the December meeting, the resignation of council member Dave
Bennett '87 was received. Dave has moved to California, and because
of travel demanded by his new job, the added travel to Cedarville
would take him away from his family that much more. Dave offered
his resignation with one year remaining in his term. The council
unanimously voted to ask Amy Womack to continue on the council for
one more year, and she accepted.
Alumni Scholarship Auction
Saturday, October 21, 2000
D
on't miss this great opportunity to be involved in supporting
Cedarville scholarships! The MK Scholarship, 2nd Generation
Scholarship, and the Alumni Scholarships will all benefit from
this auction.
How can you take part?
1. Donate a gift or service to be auctioned.
2. Invite friends to donate items.
3. Bring your checkbook with you to
Homecoming 2000!
Call the alumni office at 1-800-837-2566 for more information.
as we celebrate Cedarville in the
new millennium! Visit with friends,




— Steve Green Concert
— Alumni Scholarship Auction
— Reunions for Classes ending
in 0 or 5
— Student Life Center
Dedication
— Athletic Events














May 6 Cedar Day
Lunch in the President's Dining Room
followed by the play As You Like It in
Alford Auditorium
June 15 Afternoon Along The River
Lunch along the river followed by a look
at God's underwater creations at the
Newport Aquarium in Newport, Kentucky
July 10 Annual Heritage Alumnae Luncheon
Luncheon and program in the
President's Dining Room at 11:45 a.m.
Join fellow educators for food, fun, and
fellowship.
August 16 Cinderella
An afternoon of enchantment as you enjoy
lunch and the production of Cinderella at
La Comedia dinner theater in
Springboro, Ohio
October 20 Homecoming 2000
Chapel in the Dixon Ministry Center at
10 a.m., luncheon in the new President's
Dining Room at 11:30 a.m., and a tour of
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Alumni council member Mark leach ow 81 enjoys a time of
fellship with George '86 and Kendra 
Wittenbach_J
Gorman '86 at the Wings tn Things  alumni party.
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By Lois Baker and Cessna Winslow
D
r Lois Baker has been
with Cedarville College
since 1984. She feels
blessed to serve with such
a fine group of professionals and
says that nursing education has
been very rewarding. She explains,
"There are many aspects of my job
that I enjoy, but one of my favorites
is not only the classroom and
clinical teaching, but also getting
to interact with every student."
Her primary responsibilities have
included teaching pediatric nursing
and nursing leadership and
pharmacology.
Dr Baker has an extensive
background in nursing. She earned
her Ph.D. in nursing from
Wayne State University in 1991 and
has written and presented
numerous publications. Her nursing
experience has also allowed her to
work on nearly every nursing unit
at Children's Medical Center in
Dayton and take several nursing
trips to Togo, West Africa.
As exciting and challenging as
her nursing career has been,
probably the biggest challenge for
Dr Baker happened a little more
than two years ago when the nurse
became the patient. Here is her
story, in her own words.
On November 18, 1997 I was
involved in a motor vehicle
accident on my way to Children's
Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio.
My life dramatically changed on
that day, and I am again aware of
the fact of God's goodness. God is
good ALL of the time, even during
events that I may never fully
understand. I am challenged to
realize that God's goodness does
not depend on my assessment of an
event as "good" but on the fact that
God's character is good.
God is good ALL of
the time, even during
events that I may
never fully understand.
Because of the critical nature of
my injuries, I remember little about
that time, but my friends and family
tell me of the kindness
demonstrated by so many people—
nursing students, nursing graduates,
nursing and college faculty, my
church family, and even children—
through those initial days when the
outcomes were uncertain. It is
humbling to realize how God used
so many people in my life during
my recovery time.
One of our nursing alumni cared
for me in the intensive care unit
during those first critical hours after
my accident. Esther Mahr '89
arrived at the Miami Valley
Hospital Intensive Care Unit and
learned that her assignment that
evening was to care for a
Lois Baker who had been critically
injured in an automobile accident
earlier that day. She confirmed that
this Lois Baker had previously been
one of her professors at
Cedarville College.
Esther's first response was to pray
for me. Then Esther prayed that she
would be excellent in care-giving
and do everything that would allow
my recovery. Realizing the
magnitude of the task for the
Let us hold unswervingly
to the hope we profess,
for he who promised is
faithful. And let us
consider how we may





evening, she called her husband,
Ted, and asked for prayer for
herself and for me.
I have also been told how
students, now alumni, were so
faithful during those days in the
Intensive Care Unit. They stood by
the hour, watched over me, prayed
for me, and ministered to my
family and friends. During those
critical days, I was never left alone
because of the faithfulness of my
family, the faculty, alumni, nursing
students, and my church family.
As I recall what I have been told
about those days, it brings me great
joy to have been the recipient of
such loving care.
During those next weeks at a
rehabilitation center as I continued
my struggle for complete recovery,
the faithfulness of God's people
continued. Eventually I was well
enough to be home. In a couple of
days after arriving home, I went to
the office and discovered that I had
262 e-mail messages. Many of
those messages were from alumni.
These messages, and ones that I
currently receive, encourage me to
keep on towards the goal of
complete recovery and a return to
the ministries I had prior to my
accident.
This is now my second year full-
time teaching at the College since
my injuries! Being a nursing
educator and having been a critical
care head nurse makes me realize
just how much of a miracle God
has performed. It would not have
happened without the power of
14 Spring
prayer! I am so thankful to give
glory to God and demonstrate my
gratefulness to our alumni for
consistent prayers for me. To put it
simply, I am in awe as I realize the
miracle of my recovery, and I am
aware that God still has a purpose
for me to fulfill on this earth.
Many ask me what my current
health status is, so I will give you
an update. I teach full-time not only
at the College, but also at
Children's Medical Center. Initially
my memory was affected as a result
of my brain injury, but I am
thankful that as soon as I arrived
home from the hospital, the return
of my memory was "accelerated."
It is a miracle that I am walking
I am so appreciative of
your continued
prayers—without them,
I would not be doing
what I am doing today!
because of my sacral and pelvic
fractures. Yet I have no pain!
The predominant symptom that I
still have is fatigue. Many times I
feel like I have been awake for
three days and nights, have just
fallen sound asleep, and am
suddenly awakened and told that I
have to go to work! But my
physician gently reminds me that it
has only been a little more than two
years since my accident, and my
energy level will improve!
The progress that I see is that as I
continue to do more, my fatigue
does not get worse. Again,
I am so appreciative of your
continued prayers—without them,
I would not be doing what I am
doing today!
My heart is truly blessed to have
had so many Cedarville College
alumni visit me and pray for me.
I continue to anticipate future times
when our alumni "revisit"
Cedarville and am eager to see
each of you and learn about what
God is teaching you. In the
meantime, let each of us follow
Hebrews 10:23-24: "Let us hold
unswervingly to the hope we
profess, for he who promised is
faithful. And let us consider how
we may spur one another on toward
love and good deeds" (NIV).
In summary, while I would never
have chosen this to happen in my
life, I am again reminded that my
goal is still the same as before the
accident—to bring glory to God in
everything I do. Let's each commit
ourselves to that goal!
With such witnesses serving as
role models at Cedarville College,
it is no wonder that God has
blessed the department of nursing.
Since it inception in 1981, the
department has grown from 30
students to 250 students. It is
anticipated that 54 students will
graduate in June of 2000.
Dr Baker says that this growth is
a combination of three factors:
"God's blessing, the godly
leadership of Department Chair
Dr Irene Alyn, and the excellent
faculty who serve faithfully."
The future for the nursing
program is promising. According to
Dr Alyn, "There will be continued
emphasis on growth in godliness
through programmed character
building and paying careful
attention to our mission—providing
an education based upon biblical
truth so that graduates of the BSN
program can engage in nursing
practice as a ministry for Christ."
The nursing faculty is also eager to
initiate a graduate program in
community health nursing with
minors in cross-cultural nursing
and congregational ministries, and
they plan to expand the Wellness
Center to include health services
for Cedarville College faculty/staff
and their families.
( Alumni Profile: Darren & Becky Young )
Teamwork at Its Best
C
areer and marriage seem to be a perfect match for
Darren '95 and Becky Gerber Young '95. Their common
bond of nursing appears to strengthen their marital bond.
"I'll come home and he'll ask me what kind of patients I had or
what kind of day I had, and he understands the terminology I
use. That's kind of nice," says Becky. Darren explains it in
more technical terms: "We use the same nomenclature."
Darren and Becky met in 1991 while freshmen at Cedarville.
They had many of the same classes and participated in many of
the same activities. They both worked at Cedarville's EMS,
where Darren served as chief for two years. While in college,
they started volunteering with the Cedarville Township
Volunteer Fire Department.
After graduating from Cedarville in 1995, Darren and Becky
both went to paramedic school at Clark State Community
College in Springfield, Ohio. Becky also worked at Children's
Medical Center in Dayton, while Darren worked at Greene
Memorial Hospital in Xenia. About a year later, Darren went to
work at Children's, and they started dating. They were married
in May 1998.
"Right after we got married I went to work at Miami Valley
Hospital," Becky says. At first she worked in the emergency
room and then transferred to Careflight. "We fly to the scene of
an accident," she shares. "We also do inter-hospital transports.
Most of these are critical cases where time is important."
The new position meant more training and more
responsibilities. "Because we don't have a doctor there, we
often have to make decisions on our own based on what we've
been taught. We have to use more skills than what a nurse is
trained to do," Becky explains. She plans to stay in that line of
nursing, saying, "I love being able to think on my feet. That can
be scary, because I am responsible for my decisions, but it's
also rewarding."
Darren's nursing career
is also heading in a more
challenging direction. "I'm
back in school at Kettering
College of Medical Arts to
become a physician
assistant," he states.
Darren should receive his
physician assistant
certificate in July 2001.
He also works as needed
in the emergency
department at Children's
Medical Center in Dayton.
Darren explains that he
decided to go back to
school to advance his
career. He adds, "Because
of the time factor, I didn't
want to go to medical school. This allows me to work almost
like a doctor, but it only takes two years." He said physician
assistants have more autonomy than nurses. "PAs kind of take
the place of resident doctors," he says. "They get training in
surgery and could do surgery with a physician present."
Darren says eventually he and Becky would like to do short-
term medical missions. "A physician assistant has more
training, so it is suitable to that goal," he shares. Their missions
aspirations fit in well with their shared love of traveling and
helping people. They are looking forward to adding this
exciting aspect to their nursing careers, but are waiting for the
right time. "Now we would like to fit it in before we start a
family and after schooling," Darren comments.
Fitting things in seems to be the greatest personal struggle
this dual nursing career couple faces. Being on-call and working
long shifts can make planning and scheduling a little difficult.
"It's hard to commit to activities," Becky explains. The work
hours can also be challenging on their marriage. Becky says,
"Our schedules sometimes conflict. It is not uncommon for us
to go a couple of days without seeing each other."
Even so, they still find time for each other and for the
Cedarville Township Volunteer Fire Department. They live in
Cedarville, and if they both happen to be home when an
emergency arises, they go together. The Youngs enjoy the work
they do as volunteer paramedics. "It's like a family down there.
That was one of the reasons we stayed in Cedarville," Darren
explains.
Though Darren and Becky haven't moved far away since
leaving Cedarville College, they have certainly gone a long way
in the nursing profession. Becky said her Cedarville education
has really helped her progress in her career. "The strong ethical
teaching and emphasis on morals help me make good
decisions," she shares. Darren adds, "They taught us to think for
ourselves by promoting
critical thinking skills."
Darren says another way his
Cedarville nursing training
has prepared him for his
career is that he has been
trained to look at the whole
person. "For instance," he
notes, "when someone
comes in with an abdominal
pain complaint, I have to be
in tune to other factors, like
maybe his home situation.
Sometimes I might find
that the abdominal is
psychosomatic. I really like
[the training I received at
Cedarville]."
Inspire 15
Alumni Profile: Beth Lutz )
...But the Lord Determines her Steps
(Proverbs 16:9)
/
t is amazing to see the many directions in which the Lord
takes people. Beth Lutz's path is no exception. Beth
graduated from Cedarville in 1993 with her bachelor of
science in nursing. During her clinical experiences as a
student at Cedarville, Beth was assigned to an adolescent
unit. She begged to be moved to any other unit, however,
Dr. Lois Baker declined her request, believing that it was
best to leave Beth where she was. The Lord worked on
Beth's heart and gave her a real love for adolescent health.
Upon graduation Beth accepted a job working on the teen
unit at Riley Hospital for Children in Indianapolis, Indiana.
She worked at Riley for three years on both the teen unit and
the burn unit. She was able to witness to her patients and had
a unique opportunity to share Christ with a teenage cancer
patient. Beth states, "My education at Cedarville prepared
me to have a worldview of nursing that incorporates biblical
principles and actions."
In 1996 she graduated from Indiana University with her
master of science in nursing and pediatric nurse practitioner
degrees and was immediately offered a job as a nurse
practitioner for Kids Plus in Anderson, Indiana. Kids Plus is
a nurse practitioner clinic for the indigent, Medicaid patients,
and patients with no insurance. Beth has now been working
at Kids Plus for three and a half years and has encountered
many joys and challenges along the way.
"We have to live 100 percent where we are," Beth says,
after writing about how she was able to work with a 17-year-
old who came to the clinic. The teen was quickly spiraling
downward in a life of drugs, sex, and alcohol. After working
with her, Beth excitedly
announces that the girl




and is working on
her EMT license.
Beth decided to return to school in 1997 to do post-
graduate work in family practice at the University of
Indianapolis. She graduated from the University in May
1999 and has accepted a teaching position in the graduate
nursing program at the school. She says she enjoys her
teaching interaction with students and the opportunity "to be
salt and light in a dark world." Now Beth teaches at the
University one day a week and works the other four days at
Kids Plus.
During the summer of 1999, Beth had the opportunity to
go to China for six weeks. She and a friend planned to spend
one week of the trip teaching English, but left the rest of
their trip in God's hands. "[We] arrived in China with hearts
ready to serve and learn," Beth recalls, but she didn't know
what the Lord had planned for them. Since her friend had a
background in special education and Beth had a background
as a nurse, the two were asked to come to the town
orphanage and do a developmental assessment on special
needs children. They were allowed to enter into this town
orphanage only by the Lord's will, because this was
something Westerners were not permitted to do. They visited
the orphanage once a week and were able to set up a plan for
each orphan's care. Another incredible opportunity was the
chance to visit a remote village and minister to the people
there. Beth's experience with burn victims allowed her to
clean and dress an elderly man's burned arm. Because she
was able to give this man medical attention, she and her
friend were able to share their faith with the people in this
village.
Beth is thankful for Cedarville's nursing program and the
professors who helped her learn how to serve the Lord
through nursing. She is back in Anderson, Indiana, working
again as a professor and a nurse, but she's so glad "that
nursing has provided many incredible opportunities to serve
the Lord."
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( Alumni Profile: Kristen Houlihan)
Taking Hold of Each Opportunity
W
e always appreciate alumni who take the time to
share their story with us. Often it fits perfectly with
an issue of Inspire that is in the works. Such was the
case with nursing alumna Kristen Houlihan '96. Recently
Kristen sent us her professional testimony. Here is what she
had to say:
When I think back to those beloved 5 a.m. nursing clinicals,
I remember my medical-surgical rotation with Professor Jan
Conway. It was then that I encountered a patient who
enthusiastically encouraged and challenged me to make the
most of every opportunity. The next day in chapel, President
Dixon read Ephesians 5:15-16: "Be very careful, then, how
you live—not as unwise but as wise, making the most of
every opportunity, because the days are evil." Those were the
words that I chose to hide in my heart and deem as my life
verse.
After graduation, I moved back home to Binghamton,
New York, where I worked in a traumatic brain injury
rehabilitation unit. What an answer to prayer when I learned
that my nursing supervisor was a Christian! Less than a year
later, we started a weekly Bible study for our fellow nurses.
In the fall of 1996, I started working part-time on a master's
degree in nursing at Binghamton University. My goal was to
become a family nurse practitioner. The following summer,
my father accepted a call to full-time ministry as an associate
pastor for New Testament Baptist Church in South Florida.
Through much prayer, I felt the Lord leading me to join him
in that move.
The next day in chapel,
President Dixon read Ephesians
5:15-16: "Be very careful, then,
how you live—not as unwise
but as wise, making the most of
every opportunity, because the
days are evil." Those were the
words I chose to hide in my
heart and deem as my life verse.
I was offered a job working in an emergency room in
Hialeah, Florida, which is highly populated with Hispanics.
Talk about a cross-cultural experience! It wasn't long before
was fluently speaking medical terms in Spanish and relying
on a lot of nonverbal cues! I thought back to my nursing
missions trip to New Mexico in the spring of 1996. In New
Mexico, I worked in an ER at a Native American medical
center for five weeks. The Lord used that trip to prepare me
for the cross-cultural experience I faced less than two years
later.
After relocating to Florida, I transferred credits toward my
master's degree to Barry University in Miami Shores.
In December of 1999, I graduated with a master's degree in
nursing as a family nurse practitioner.
I enjoy reading the letters written by the Apostle Paul, and
was particularly touched by Paul's principle of action in his
ministry. In 2 Corinthians 1:12 he writes, "Now this is our
boast: our conscience testifies that we have conducted
ourselves in the world, and especially in our relations with
you, in the holiness and sincerity that are from God. We have
done so not according to worldly wisdom but according to
God's grace." May we as nurses continue to conduct
ourselves in holiness and godly sincerity as we care for those
who come with physical needs and concerns, but may we be
wise to address their spiritual needs and concerns as well.
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Full Circle
W
hile nursing alumna Sandra Pratt Hayward '86
always suspected that one day she would serve in
the military, she never thought she would end up
teaching. God has opened a variety of doors for her, and
ultimately she has found herself back where she first started
her nursing career.
Shortly after Sandy graduated from Cedarville College, she
entered the Air Force. "I wanted to experience an adventure,
and I wanted to be part of something in the military," she
shares. "I thought that it would be a good career move."
In hindsight, it was, according to Sandy. "I got to do
administrative things that I probably would not have had the
chance to do in the civilian world," she explains.
Entering the military as a nurse had an advantage: basic
training for medical officers is shorter than regular boot camp.
It was more like an orientation. "We did march, and we
learned the customs and courtesies, but I certainly wouldn't
call it boot camp," Sandy says. "I thought it would be much
more intense." Sandy was stationed at Wright Patterson Air
Force Base in Dayton from 1987 to 1990. She enjoyed the
three years she served in military nursing and says that the
leadership training and skills that go along with being an
officer have really helped her.
While at Wright Patterson, Sandy started a master's program
at nearby Wright State University. When she got out of the
Air Force, Sandy worked as a graduate assistant in the nursing
program at Wright State. She earned her master's degree in
nursing administration in March of 1992. Shortly before Sandy
finished her degree, Dr. Irene Alyn, chairman of Cedarville's
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nursing department, discussed a part-time teaching position
possibility with her. "I wasn't sure what I wanted to do after
graduation, or rather what the Lord wanted me to do, and so it
was a surprise," Sandy notes. "I hadn't even thought about
teaching at Cedarville College, but it certainly interested me."
Sandy was offered the position. It became a full-time
assignment the following quarter. Since then, Sandy has been
teaching nursing students and feels the education side of
nursing is where she belongs. "I found through my experiences
as a preceptor that I really enjoyed the teaching aspects of it,"
she says. She adds that while working as a graduate assistant,
she learned that she likes the academic setting. Cedarville
College is a good match for her. That sentiment is echoed by
Dr. Alyn, who says, "Sandy is an outstanding faculty member
who loves the Lord and has many interests in nursing and
ministry. These interests have enhanced her many
contributions to the College and to the department of nursing."
More than just from a practical perspective, Cedarville
College prepared Sandy to be a Christian nurse. She says,
"This involves a lot more than providing safe and adequate
care. It involves having the same love for patients, families,
and co-workers that God would have and caring for their
bodies, minds, and souls. This kind of care was modeled for
me by the faculty members I am now fortunate to work
beside—and they are still challenging me and teaching me."
Sandy is now pursuing a doctorate at Syracuse University.
After she finishes her education, Sandy would like to
complement her teaching with more clinical practice.
( Alumni Profile: Annette Williams )
On A Mission
A
nnette Williams '94 has been in nursing for almost
three decades. Most of her career has been on the
mission field, serving in Togo, West Africa as a nurse
at Karolyn Kempton Memorial Christian Hospital. Annette is
currently on furlough pursuing a master of science in nursing
degree at Marshall University in West Virginia.
Annette was an RN for many years before earning her BSN.
"When Dr. Lois Baker brought the first Cedarville nursing
team to Togo in 1993, I saw a wonderful example of Christian
nursing," Annette shares. "Watching her interact with the
students encouraged me to update my own skills." While on
furlough the next year, Annette completed her bachelor of
science in nursing. She says it was strange going back to
school after so long. "My clinical experiences were sometimes
funny as fellow students taught me to use modern technology
that we do not yet have in Togo," she notes.
When Annette returned to Togo after graduating from
Cedarville, her team decided that they needed to start
educating nurses at the hospital there. "My recent experience
with basic nursing education plus the close ties with the
Cedarville faculty were essential touchstones in directing and
teaching in that program," Annette says. "Dr. Sharon Rahilly
joined us for most of the program and gave us expert advice
in curriculum planning and in teaching." They graduated the
first class of nurses in July 1999 with several Cedarville
nursing faculty present. Annette hopes that this new program
will produce more Togolese Christian nurses. "It is exciting
seeing Togolese Christians carry on the compassion of
medical evangelism with their own people," she shares.
The experiences Annette had at Cedarville solidified her
foundation in missions nursing. "The emphasis is on cultural
diversity. Missions is presented as the responsibility of every
Christian. God can use you anywhere in the world, but He
may also use you right next to home with people who are
different from you," she explains. "The nursing curriculum at
Cedarville is centered around the principles of God's Word.
Every opportunity is taken to make those principles live in the
lives of the students."
Each year Annette has an opportunity to see some of her
Cedarville friends when teams of senior nursing students
come to Togo to do their leadership practicum. Dr. Lois Baker,
one of the supervising professors, says it is a wonderful
experience for everyone involved. Dr. Baker notes, "They
work hard plus they are on call every night. The students
really develop leadership skills during this five-week period."
Annette helps coordinate that program and says it has been a
joy. "They are superbly prepared before they arrive.
They exhibit servanthood and flexibility. Besides working in a
missions hospital, the students also help with VBS," Annette
notes. Annette adds that several of the team members have
gone on as short-term missionaries, and one is now an
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism appointee to
another African country.
Annette sums up her love for medical evangelism by saying,
"Nursing places you close to people during crisis times in life






A group of professors from the College along with
area alums enjoyed a dessert reception at the




As the winter storm moved through the Carolinas,
it didn't dissuade six families from getting
together for dinner at the Golden Corral
Steakhouse. This event was hosted by
Tammy Fausnight Koontz '93.
Dearborn, Michigan
February 10, 2000
Laurel Yates Perrigo '90 hosted an alumni event
that welcomed 40 people for dinner at Bill Knapp's
Restaurant. Following the meal, the group enjoyed
a men's basketball game as Cedarville College
took on University of Michigan, Dearborn.
Columbus, Ohio
November 20, 1999
Alumni and their families were delighted with
Young's doughnuts and enjoyed a day of family
fun at Magic Mountain Fun Center. The event was
hosted by Mike '92 and Tracy Justice Boyes '93.
Virginia Beach, Virginia
January 29, 2000
Forty people enjoyed a potluck dinner hosted by
Bryan '98 and Holly Peterson Miller '98 at Virginia
Beach Alliance Church. The alumni association
provided the main dish and the alums brought
salads, side dishes, anti desserts.
Greenville, South Carolina
January 22, 2000
With close to 40 people registered for this event,
plans quickly changed as the winter storm moved
in. Eight fearless travelers made it to the home of




Fifteen alumni enjoyed an appetizer reception
before the Cedarville College vs. Geneva College
men's basketball game at Geneva College. This
































New Face, Same Place
Cedarville, Ohio
Reep Resigns Basketball Post
Jeff Reep '79, associate professor
of physical education and head
men's basketball coach at Cedarville
College, has announced his
resignation effective at the end of
the season. He will become assistant
director of career services at the
College.
In his five years of coaching at
Cedarville, Jeff has guided the
Yellow Jackets to an 81-69 record.
His resignation comes after a 22-
year career in coaching collegiate
basketball. Jeff hopes that this new arrangement will translate
into more time with his wife, Criss Wilson Reep '82, and their
five sons, who are home-schooled.
"We appreciate the time and commitment that Coach Reep
has given to Cedarville College basketball and to teaching in
our academic department," remarked Pete Reese, athletic
director. "He is a fine example of a man with high moral
standards who is devoted to his family."
























Charles Pagnard Faculty Recital
Easter Vacation Begins
Classes Resume










The Ever-Broadening Influence of EBI
If you haven't heard of EBI yet, chances are you soon
will. The eight-year-old entertainment production company,
led by President Jeff Lyle '85 and Vice President Mike
Davis '90, is blossoming in its media involvement, both
locally and internationally. In a recent e-mail, EBI shared its
latest developments. Here are some excerpts:
I am excited to tell you that EBI is moving in five new, great areas. God
has blessed us, and we are glad to be making a difference.
1. EBI and TV Cultura Network of Brazil have signed a letter of intent and
are finalizing the formal agreement to produce "The Island of Ra-Tim-Bum,"
which is the next installment of episodes in the Emmy-award winning
children's educational TV show "Ra-Tim-Bum." TV Cultura is Brazil's PBS and
has won numerous awards with this program, including a gold medal at the
New York Film Festival and Prix Television Jeunesse of France. We are very
excited because "The Island of Ra-Tim-Bum" will put FBI on the map of true
entertainment production companies in the U.S., Brazil, and other parts of
the world.
Production in Brazil is slated to begin in January. We will produce
90 episodes in English and in Portuguese, and the program will be shot
completely in High-Definition TV (HDTV). EBI will be one of the first Midwest
production companies to offer HMV editing and production services. This will
be one of the first children's programs in the world shot on HDTV and the
very first NM series for Brazil.
2. EBI has secured the funding and is in final negotiations to produce five
new films in association with Focus on the Family.
3. FBI has picked up production of the program "About the House with
Bob Yapp," seen on 20 stations via PBS. "About the House" is the second
most-watched home improvement show in the country. After supplying
equipment and other marketing services, EBI was offered the opportunity to
take over the entire production of the show. Check your local listings for
"About the House with Bob Yapp."
4. After nine months of writing, research, and development, EBI has
begun production of a 30-minute 30 animation called "Tales from the Ark."
A two-minute trailer has been completed, and we are in talks about the
distribution of the project.
5. EBI has also entered into an agreement with its local Fox affiliate to
create, produce, direct, and maintain their news department. KUB-TV Fox 18
will oversee the marketing and sales aspects, while EBI Video will handle the
day-to-day operations and management of this new, local nine o'clock
newscast. EBI is especially excited about this, because FBI will have a direct
say in how to impact the local community. We believe this is a huge
opportunity, responsibility, and a great challenge as we seek to impact the





Based in Davenport, Iowa, EBI presently employs Cedarville alumni
Mike Zuiderveen '94 and Adam Thompson '98. With several new positions
currently available, EBI looks forward to working with Cedarville interns and
graduates in the next few months and years. For more information about
EBI and their job openings, check out www.ebivideo.com.
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30s
Lenora Skinnell MacMillan '32 celebrated her 90th
birthday on November 25, 1999. A resident of
Cedarville, she has been involved at the Cedarville United
Presbyterian Church for more than 50 years. She is a
member of the Cedarville Woman's Club and enjoys
attending many of the programs at the Cedarville Opera
House.
50s
Lamm '50 and Betty Sickles Hamman '50
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on
November 19, 1999. They reside in Cedarville, Ohio.
Lynn '54 and Laverne Wiltshire Rogers '54N were
recently honored for 45 years of active ministry in the
Ohio Association of Regular Baptist Churches. Lynn has
served as a trustee at Cedarville College, is recognized as
pastor emeritus at the Northfield Baptist Church, and is
now the executive director for Camp Patmos. The Rogers
reside in Sagamore Hills, Ohio.
David Gardner '56 and his
wife, Lois, serve the Lord by
filling in for church planting
missionaries when they need
time away for any reason,
especially deputation or medical
relief.
Sam '56 and Ellen Smith
Hornbrook '56 are
ministering in Veracruz, Mexico
with Baptist Mid-Missions. In February, their church
hosted a pastor's conference attended by 25 pastors.
Ray '59 and Jan Van Horn Reiner '66 report that
the work continues to go well in Brazil with Baptist Mid-
Missions. In December, they baptized eight believers at
the local church.
60s
Larry Smith '60 and his wife, Bev, continue their
ministry in Nicaragua with ABWE. Larry became a board
member of the International Baptist University, which has
formed to assist their seminaries in other countries.
John '64 and Judy
MumIlus Bigelow '67
celebrated 38 years of
marriage in November
1999. They have served 30
years with Baptist Mid-
Missions in Juneau, Alaska,
and are currently on
furlough in Livonia,
Michigan.
Boyd '65 and Kathy Johnson Griffith '68 are
excited to be part of the Greater Europe Mission (GEM).
Kathy works in the president's office, and Boyd is the
editor of Prayer Communique, a monthly publication for
GEM's prayer warriors.
Mary '65 and Joan Carter Stephens '65 work with
Editorial Bautista Independiente (EBI) in Sebring, Florida.
Mary oversaw the remodeling of their new building at
EBI which was completed in November 1999, and Joan
taught at the local community college. They praise God
for allowing the doctor to remove all of Joan's cancer in
August 1999.
Grace Trimble Kintner '67N and her husband, David,
celebrated their 26th wedding anniversary in July 1999.
They praise the Lord for safety in their furlough travels.
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Chuck Truxton '67 is the personnel director for
SIM-Nigeria. His wife, Bev ministers in obstetrics at
Evangel Hospital, where se shares the Jesus film with
her patients.
Ron '67 and Sharon Cearfoss Yeater '69 reside in
Polk City, Florida, where Ron keeps busy with Camp
Gilead, and Sherry teaches third grade at
Lakeland Christian School.
Dan Lacey '68 and his wife, Betty, enjoy working in
the Normandy area of France with Baptist Mid-Missions.
Dan is teaching two new courses at the Bible Institute and
is finding the preparation enriching.
Jim Phipps '68 retained his position as mayor of the
village of Cedarville at the November 1999 election.
70s
Sue Farley '71 traveled to Korea with eight other
teachers to attend a missionary/Christian overseas school
in November 1999. Sue serves the Lord in Hong Kong,
China.
Larry '72 and Nancy Leapline Allen '70 have been
blessed in their ministry with ABWE in Manila. Nancy is
overjoyed with the 50 kids that come to their house
every Saturday for a Bible study, and Larry is training
leaders in the church.
Linda Betts Duffield '72 and her husband, Ken, have
been challenging churches to commit to the Bible institute
project in Francisco Villa, Mexico. In their ministry, they
serve local churches in Mexico and Texas as well as the
Spanish Christian radio station and deaf school in
Rio Bravo, Mexico. They express concern about the
continuing decline of Ken's health and ask for prayer
about this serious issue.
Clif '72 and Hannah Stowell Jensen '71 are
encouraged at Doe River Gorge in Elizabethton,
Tennessee. They have seen more than 600 children trust
Christ as Savior in their five seasons of camps.
Wayne '75 and Darlene Jones Aldridge '75
celebrated 25 years of marriage by renewing their
wedding vows on September 10, 1999. Their children,
Jared, Philip, and Adrienne, participated in the ceremony.
Wayne is a construction superintendent, and Darlene
teaches 10th grade biology. They reside in
Houston, Texas.
Paul Beck '76 and his wife, Becky, rejoice in their 20
years of teaching at Faith Academy in the Philippines.
Jon '76 and Dee Perry Mitchell '76 returned to
Brazil in January 2000. The Mitchells were pleased with
the way the Brazilian brethren unified and worked
together while they were away. While on furlough, the
Mitchells expressed a great need for money to be raised
for a church building in Brazil. The Mitchells have four
sons: Joel, Marcus, Nathan, and Timothy.
Evandro Batista '77 and his family plan to return to
Portugal between April and June. This is based upon their
citizenship process and the recovery for their son, Ivan,
who had his second heart surgery in December 1999.
Barbara Beikert







Grace (4), picked out
her name, prayed for
her, and was excited
to fly with the family
to China. The family resides in Nashville, Tennessee,
where the girls know that "out of all the girls in the
whole wide world, God picked you to be in our family."
Marty '78 and Denise Shaw Gawthrop '78 and
their two children Alison and Aaron, are serving the Lord
in Japan. They ali have many opportunities to minister in
different ways, whether it be in a church, a quilting class,
or at a wrestling meet.
Notes from Deb and Dee
In the Fall 1998 Inspire,
Dee Jackson Haynes '79
and Deb Jackson
Searles '81 briefly shared
how they were continuing to
sing together. The sisters are
still singing together
whenever possible and released their sixth recording,
Right Here Where We Stand, in the spring of 1999.
Available on cassette and CD, the recording includes
favorites such as the title cut, Come to Me, Who Will
Love the Stranger, and The Fire. For information
about ordering this or any other recordings by Dee
and Deb, e-mail Deb at PastorCa12©juno.com.
Also in the Fall 1998 issue, the sisters requested
prayer for Camden Baptist Church in Oberlin, Ohio,
pastored by Cal Searles '77. Camden Baptist
suffered severe fire damage when it was struck by
lightning in July 1998—approximately 75 percent of
the church building was destroyed in the fire. But God
has provided! A community member donated 20
acres of farmland to the church soon after the fire,
and the church is in the process of building on that
land. The church even had the opportunity to
distribute a neighborhood flyer which chronicled the
events of the fire and presented the salvation
message. Prayers are welcomed as the church
continues to minister and grow and Deb and Dee's
ministry continues to touch lives.
Mark '79 and Debbie Hall Seymour '83 helped
host a team from Bibles International (BI) in December
1999. The BI team came to Chad, Africa, to celebrate the
dedication of three new New Testaments in the Chadian
language.
Warren Throckmorton '79 has been selected to join
the national provider relations advisory board of
Magellan Behavioral Healthcare. He and his wife












He steps into the
position left by
Sandra Millikin
Enter '59, who will
retire from full-time
service in June 2000.
A licensed professional and national certified
counselor, Sandy has served the College for 16 years.
One of her specialities involves explaining the
Myers-Briggs personality test as it relates to college
students. Sandy, who is married to John Entner '60,
will transition into a part-time role in June.
John, who has been working as a counselor at the
College for the past three years, served the College as
a resident director and assistant to the campus pastor
from 1981-1984. With 15 years of experience in
counseling, discipling, teaching, training, and leading,
he looks forward to continuing quality counseling
services at the College. John and his wife, Ginny
(Decker) '80, have two sons, Stephen and Matthew.
The division of student services at Cedarville wishes
to thank Sandy for her faithful service in her role as
director of counseling services and congratulate John
on his new position!
80s
Bill Baldwin '80










Bill's wife, Elaine Heyworth Baldwin '81, is an
account executive for the local newspaper. They have
three children: Ben (17), Andy (16), and Valerie (13).
Jeff '80 and Debbie Mullet Warix '79N are
ministering in Price, Utah. They are excited about the
more visible location of their church. They have had the
pleasure of seeing several new people "drop in" to their
services and hear the Word preached.
Keith Willhite '80 has been named chairman of the
pastoral ministries department at Dallas Theological






plans for her nursing
ministry with ABWE.
While on furlough, Ruth
has been taking evening




According to Midi Beal's article in the
January 10, 2000 Xenia Daily Gazette, Amy Young
Womack '80 was shocked to learn that her family
had been named Ohio Family of the Year. Amy,
husband Mark '83, and daughters Amber (14),
Aubrey (12), and Alison (9), recently received this
family honor from the Ohio Family and Community
Educators (Ohio FCE), an organization which promotes
education and morals in the family.
"[My] first thought [was] 'oh brother, we're not
worthy of this,"" Amy shares in the article. Obviously
the Ohio FCE found reason to believe that the
Womacks were indeed worthy of the honor.
In fact, although the Womacks filled out application
forms and wrote an essay for the award, it was the
family's reputation and character that hooked them













family time and are
known for their
helpful involvement
and quality work in the community.
It seems that they do all to the best of their abilities,
and they try to do it together. Mark, who is the sports
information director at Cedarville College, and Amy,
who is involved in the Greene County Chapter of the
Ohio FCE, have served as Sunday school teachers and
senior high youth group leaders at Grace Baptist
Church in Cedarville for the past 10 years.
In addition, Amy is a member of Cedarville's alumni
council. All three of Mark and Amy's daughters attend
Cedar Cliff School and are involved in soccer and
band. The family supports one another by attending
as many of each other's events and functions as
possible.
The Gazette article quotes Barb Johnston, vice
president of the Ohio FCE Board, as describing the
Womacks as outstanding people. "When they do
things, they do things together as a family," she
shared. "Even if it's going to a game, they do it
together. They're a very dedicated family."
Carleton Birch '81 and Christina Neithercott were
married November 27, 1999. Carleton is currently
stationed at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, but will be
relocating to Fort Benning, Georgia to undergo training as
a family life chaplain.
Nancy Hall DeValve '81 and her husband John, are
directing a development project that teaches tile West
Africans better methods of farming and tries to help them
create a more stable food supply in the area. Thanks to a
great rainy season this year, the project has been a big
success.
Tom Ahlgrim '82 is the marketing manager at Country
Club of the North in Beavercreek, Ohio. He and his wife,
Kim, reside in Cedarville, Ohio, and have two children,
Brianna and Blake.
Daniel Betzel '82 was recently elected vice president of
The Ohio Forum of Network Attorneys. This forum is a
membership-only estate planning organization whose purpose
is to foster collaboration among estate planning attorneys.
David '82 and Cindy Ulmer Cox '83N are on furlough
from Word of Life Brazil until June 2000. Their children,
Timothy (13), Michael (11), Elizabeth (8), and Jonathan (4),
have adjusted well to life in the States. Their home is in
Midlothian, Texas.
David Hanson '82 and his wife, Cheryl, announce the birth
of Eric Benjamin on August 10, 1999. Big brothers Mark (7)
and James (2) awaited his arrival in Fayette, Iowa.
Ron Hobar '82 and his wife, Linda, work with Athletes in
Action out of Maineville, Ohio. Each year they produce
evangelistic sports videos, including the Super Bowl video and
the Major League Baseball video, so churches can use these at
their outreach events. The Hobars have three children: Heather,
Kyle, and Ashley.
Mark '82 and Tammy King
Osborne '81 announce the
birth of Caleb Jonathan on
September 2, 1999. He joins his
siblings, Melissa (14),
Sarah (12), Benjamin (10),
Katrista (8), and Joshua (5), at
home in Vernon, Vermont. Mark
is a contracts administrator at
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, and Tammy
enjoys homeschooling the children.
Timothy Power '82 and Vol Jensen '69 teamed up in
September 1999 to provide pastoral ministry, even though
they were an ocean apart. Vol provided grief ministry to the
crew of his ship in Guam when a young sailor had a car
accident. Timothy, a navy chaplain, provided grief ministry to
the sailor's family in the Los Angeles area.
Floyd '82 and Karen McHugh Stanfill '82 were recently
honored for 18 years of ministry at Faith Baptist in
Bolivar, Ohio.
Teresa Heeney Estes '83 and her husband, Don, live in
Scottsbluff Nebraska, with their two children, Annemarie and
Jon-Michei. Teresa teaches elementary music/band and high
school vocal and general music. Their family enjoys many
sporting events and church activities.
Mark Mash '83 was elected to serve a four-year term with
the Greeneview (Ohio) Board of Education in November 1999.
He resides in Xenia, Ohio.
Carolyn Winsor Bitner '84 and her husband, Pete,
announce the birth of Josiah David. He was born December 14,
1999 and joins his brother, Andrew (2). The Bitners are
missionaries to Togo, West Africa, but due to the birth of their
son they are on furlough. In May, they plan to resume their
church planting ministry among the Kotokoli people,
a Muslim group.
Debbie Dower '84 continues to enjoy her ministry of
teaching at Black Forest Academy, Germany.
Bill Thomas '84 is a senior mental health counselor for
Sacramento county (California). He recently completed a
master's degree in public administration from
National University. He and his wife, Marnie, and two children,
Cassidy (3) and Abi (2), reside in Sacramento, California.
Dean Wagner '84 performed an organ concert at the
Washington National Cathedral on February 6, 2000.
Dean resides in Stow, Ohio.
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Promoting Pure Freedom
If Dannah Barker Gresh '89 had her way,
women everywhere would be living a life of Pure
Freedom. Dannah, founder of the Pure Freedom
organization, has just written a new book, And the
Bride Wore White: Seven Secrets to Sexual Purity,
aiming to help women live a life of purity and
freedom through a relationship with Christ.
Dannah's book, which was released
January 20 by Moody Press, exposes Satan's lies
about sex, gives a three-step plan for breaking off
sinful relationships, provides compassionate guidelines
for healing, and lists seven secrets of sexual purity in
dating. In a warm, revealing writing style, Dannah
includes passages from her diaries and journals that
show the joy and heartaches of her dating years, the
challenges and temptations, the success and the
failures. She includes stories, interviews, and insights
from such well-known writers, speakers, and
musicians as Joshua Harris, Rebecca
St. James, Josh McDowell, Becky Tirabassi, and
others. And The Bride Wore White is available in local
Christian bookstores, national chains, Internet book
stores or at www.purefreedom.org.
As founder of the Pure Freedom organization,
Dannah travels the country delivering sexual purity
retreats to women and promoting the principles of her
organization. 1) encourage women of all ages to live
a lifestyle of purity, 2) help women agressively pursue
healing from post impurity, and 3) equip women to
have a vibrant sexual relationship with their husbands
as God intended. She recently delivered one of her
retreats, "Pure Freedom: Seven Secrets to Sexual
Purity," at a Cedarville College women's retreat.
Dannah lives in State College, Pennsylvania with
her husband, Bob '88, and their children, Robby and
Lexi. Contact Dannah at Pure Freedom,







Walker III on October
29, 1999. He is
enjoying all of the
adoration he receives
from his four sisters,
Janita (11), JoyLynne (9), Jessie (4), and Jennifer (1).
The family resides in Etters, Pennsylvania.
24 Spring
David Wright '84 was featured in the
November/December 1999 issue of Focus on the Family
Physician. David is a lieutenant commander and has
served as a physician of family medicine for 11 years in
the United States Navy. He and his wife, Suzanne, and
two boys, Nathan (8) and Joshua (5), live in Pensacola,
Florida.
Kevin '85N and Heather Hef lick Fannin '85N are
missionaries with International Students, Inc. (151) in
Rapid City, South Dakota. ISI is a missions organization
that reaches international students that are studying in
the States. The Fannins enjoy seeing God bring the world
to their doorstep.
Bill McBrayer '85 and his wife, Cindy, announce the
birth of Grace Elizabeth on June 5, 1999. Born three
months premature, Grace had to spend five months in
the hospital. The McBrayers were able to bring her home
on November 9, 1999, and they rejoice in the Lord that
He sustained them through all the hardships. They reside
in Cumming, Georgia.
Don '86 and Diane Ottaway Thacker '86 announce
the birth of Joshua Paul on November 17, 1999.
Big sisters Kasandra (6) and Tara (3) welcomed him
home in Uniontown, Ohio.
Ruth Eissens Buehler '87
and her husband, Andrew,
announce the birth of Isaac
Andrew Taylor on December 30,
1998. Ruth taught junior high
classes and coached girls
basketball and volleyball, but
now enjoys staying at home
with Isaac. She still coaches a
varsity basketball team in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Andrew is a county planner of
development.
Kendra Doctor '87 and Larry Walker were married
July 10, 1999 at First Baptist Church in Heart, Michigan.
Kendra is a substitute teacher, and Larry is an apprentice
electrician. They reside in Walkerville, Michigan.
Phil Hohulin '87










Seminary in Orlando, Florida and now serves as
associate pastor at The Church of the Hills in Duluth,











Lance (7), Logan (5), and Travis (2). Frank and Kristy
own Lindy's Landscaping in Medford, New Jersey, and
attend Shawnee Baptist Church.
Claire Fortosis Morris '87 and her husband, Carl,
announce the birth of Rebecca Anne on July 30, 1999.
She joins her brother, Samuel (2), at home in Byron
Center, Michigan.
Blessings in Arabic
According to an article by Tom Beyerlein
in the January 2, 2000 Dayton Daily •
News, Matthew Creamer '89 was •
interrupted from his New Year's Eve •
party preparations by a phone call.
Matt's brother-in-law was calling to
urge Matt to turn on ABC's New Year's
coverage. At just the time when Israel
was ushering in the new
millennium, Matt turned on
ABC and heard a
contemporary Christian
song he had written in
Arabic when he was
just 14 years old.
Matt's song, The
Song of the Revelation,
was being performed by the
Bethlehem Christian College choir, and, ironically,
was being conducted by a friend of Matt's. "I had to
fight back tears," Matt shared in the article. "It was
very special."
According to the Dayton Daily News article, Matt
lived in Bethlehem with his missionary parents from
the age of 5 until 18, began writing Arabic songs at
age 14, and recorded his first album at age 18. Matt
left Israel to attend Cedarville College, but a grant
from World Vision allowed him to return to
Bethlehem in later years to record two more Arabic
albums. Although he has recorded three albums in
English, he has not yet signed with a record label.
The article reports that Matt, who now resides in
Kettering, Ohio and is the worship leader at South
Dayton Presbyterian Church, hopes to travel to Israel
in July for a concert tour. Matt is quoted as saying,
"Every time I see Bethlehem, I want to go there.
It was home."
Jeff '87 and Jennifer Lenhart VeStrand '89
announce the birth of Sawyer Christian. He was born
September 24, 1999 and joins his siblings, Brooke,
Sydney, and Payton, at home in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Terri Banning Wilson '87 has been named director of
The Children's Place Preschool, where she has been
teaching for six years. Her husband, Tom, is a police
officer. The Wilsons have a small "hobby farm" in East
Smithfield, Pennsylvania, and have two children,
Melissa (9) and Seth (5).
Talitha Bosworth Long '88 and her husband, David,
announce the birth of Levi Dale on August 3, 1999.
They reside in Xenia, Ohio. Levi is the nephew of
Tim '71 and Rita DeAtley Bosworth '71.
Joyce Nazarian Clarkson '89 and her husband, Fred,
announce the birth of Jeremiah Cole on February 14,
1998. They reside in Brookfield, Florida, where Joyce is
an office manager at Mercer Management.
Susan Rogers Corsaro '89 and her husband, Donald,
announce the birth of Savannah Rose. She was born
August 12, 1999 and joins her sister, Caroline, at home
in Richmond Heights, Ohio.
David Doud '89 and Carolyn Doherty '94 were
married November 13, 1999 in Pikesville, Maryland.
David is a doctor with a four-man general surgery













middle school principal at Worthington Christian Schools.
They have two children, .1.1. (4) and Danae (3).
Ron '89 and Cheri
Gillespie Hayes '89
announce the adoption of
Sophia Grace on
November 15, 1999.
She was born on May 6,
1999 in the Ukraine.
Ron and Cheri fell in love
with Sophia while delivering
humanitarian aid to an
orphanage there on the
behalf of Helping Hands International. Sophia joins her
three siblings, Heather, Eric, and Jenna, in Houston,
Texas, where Ron works for Marathon Oil.
Kim Byrom Hughes '89 and her husband, Timothy,
announce the bid and promotion to heaven of Ashlyn
Louise on November 13 1999. Although they don't
understand how a rare bacteria caused her to be
stillborn, they do know that the Lord is perfect in all His
ways and He knew that this was best. Their other three
children, Briley (6), Brianna (4), and Carter (2), are
helping them continue to bring praise and glory to God.
Andrew '89 and Rebecca
Batey Lewis '90 announce
the birth of Kathryn Claire on
August 29, 1998. They reside
in Brookfield, Connecticut.
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Brent '89 and Leann
Swann Lydic '92N live
in Highland, Maryland
and attend Forcey





corporate training and professional development
strategies. He is pursuing a master's degree in Christian
counseling and discipleship from Capital Bible Seminary.
Leann enjoys taking care of their three children,
Jared (7), Micah (3), and Karisa (9 months), at home.
Michael Wittmer '89 was recently ordained by Grace
Baptist Church in Canton, Ohio. He currently serves as a
professor at Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary.
90s
Elisabeth Smith Corcimiglia '90 and her husband,
Robert, announce the birth of Sarah Elisabeth on
March 3, 1999. Her sister, Madeline, awaited her arrival
in Byron, New York.
Beth Drobinski '90 and Mike Hettich were married
July 10, 1999. Beth is a software engineer at IBM. They
reside in Rochester, Minnesota.
Jon '90 and Lori Rogers Haskell '90 rejoice about
many witnessing opportunities and praise God for the
needed provisions to accomplish tasks. Jon is glad to be a
part of a weekly sports outreach ministry that has 20-30
regular attendees. The Haskells, along with their three
children, Justin, Ethan, and Kayla, minister in Hungary.
Jay Hidalgo '90 and his wife, Janice, announce the
birth of Molly Catherine on September 13, 1999.
She joins her siblings, Joseph and Magdalena, in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Bobby '90 and Sara Sweetland Hile '92 report
that Youth Camp '99 was filled with wonderful blessings,
including at least nine decisions for Christ. Bobby used
the book of James to challenge the youth to live the life
of a mature believer. The Hiles enjoy serving the Lord in
South Africa with their three children, Abigail, Andrew,
and Christopher.
Rick Mackey '90 and his
wife, Becky, announce the
adoption of Benjamin David.
Benjamin was born in
Colombia on May 18, 1999.
Rick is the pastor of student
ministries at Calvary
Evangelical Free Church in
Rochester, Minnesota.
Rod '90 and Sara Taylor
Perkins '94 are missionaries
to Cape Town, South Africa with Evangelical Baptist
Missions. To help with communication, they took an
intense three-week Afrikaans language course in
January. They have several responsibilites at Unity
Baptist Church including working with the college and
career group.
Brian '90N and Trina Collick Smith '89N announce
the birth of Levi Remington on April 19, 1999.
His siblings, Connor, Cameron, and Riley, awaited his
arrival in Hudsonville, Michigan.
Brent Bower '91 and
Krysty Bailey '97 were
married October 16, 1999
at Northwest Bible Church
in Hilliard, Ohio. They took
a short honeymoon to
Hocking Hills and plan to
celebrate again in Hawaii in
March. Brent is a math
teacher at Hilliard Darby
High School and is the
coach for the varsity girls
basketball team. Krysty
works in the accounting
department at Cardinal
Health Inc. They reside in
Hilliard, Ohio.
Joseph '91 and Bethany Williams Mason '91
announce the birth of Benjamin Joseph. He was born
September 23, 1999 and joins his sisters, Abigail (4) and
Jennifer (2), in Charlotte, Michigan. Joe works as an
underwriter for Auto-Owners Insurance Company.
Paul Morse '91 and
Jennifer Horne '96
were married April 10,
1999. Paul is a loan
officer, and Jennifer is a
teacher in the Dayton
public schools. They
have made their home
in Beavercreek, Ohio.
Matthew '91 and Laurel
Yates Perrigo '90
announce the birth of Justin
Yates on July 12, 1999.
He was welcomed home by
his brother, James (2). Matt
is a national account sales
manager of automotive for
BAX Global, and Laurel
works part-time as an adult nurse practitioner. They reside
outside of Detroit, Michigan.
Randy '91 and Kristen Lough
Schnntke '91 announce the birth of
Emma Rose on May 31, 1999.
Her sister, Olivia (3), awaited her
arrival in Medina, Ohio.
Greg '91 and LeAnn Barenscheer
Wafford '90 announce the birth of
Joel Allen. He was born July 24,
1999 and joins his siblings,
Patrick (5) and Midi (4). The
Waffords are church planters in
southeastern Indiana.
Lisa Brovont Babb '92 and her
husband, Larry, announce the birth of
Joshua Connor on November 22, 1998.
Lisa's master of special education
degree and the couple's strong faith
have prepared them for Joshua's
special needs as a dwarf. Lisa stays
home with Joshua after seven years of
teaching, and Larry works as a Unix
systems administrator at Lexis-Nexis in
Dayton, Ohio. They are members of Far Hills Baptist Church.
Janette Rehfeld Folks '92 and
her husband, Patrick, announce the
birth of Jared Daniel. He was born
at their home in Bremerton,
Washington on March 20, 1999.
Big brothers Titus (6) and Caleb (5)
awaited his arrival. Janette is a
homemaker and part-time Pediatric
Home Health registered nurse for Olsten Health Services.
Patrick is a reserve recruiter for the Navy.
Lori Lindner French '92 and
her husband, Dave, are teachers
at Faith Academy in the
Philippines. Lori teaches speech
every morning, then spends the
rest of the day caring for their
daughter, Alexandra (1). They
are planning to start their
furlough in June 2000.
Amy Fidger Givens '92N
and her husband, Jack, announce the birth of Kathryn Nicole
on August 11, 1999. The Givens reside in Indianapolis,
Indiana, where Amy works in the marketing department at
Banc One Financial Services, and Jack is involved in the special
investigation unit of State Farm Company.
Becky Reich Hannon '92 and
her husband, David, are
considering a move to Carmel,
New York, to work with a
Children's Bible Fellowship camp
ministry. They have two children,
Eric and Hannah.
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Timothy Heinrich '92 is the pastor of Vermillion
Baptist Church in Perrysville, Ohio. He and his wife,
Susan Shimp Heinrich '92, have two daughters,
Janae (4) and Samantha (2).
Bret Kolb '92 and his wife, Meschelle, announce the
birth of Brittany Noelle on November 8, 1999. She joins
her brother, Derek (3), at home in Westfield, Indiana.
Wayne '92 and Melia McNabney Leichty '93
announce the births of their two children. Mekayla Joy
was born on April 5, 1996, and Melanie Grace was born
on September 11, 1999. Wayne is an infrastructure
analyst with EDS, and Melia is thrilled to be able to stay
at home with the girls in Brownsburg, Indiana.
Barry Malek '92 has been named vice president and
portfolio manager for National City's charitable and
endowment services division. This division provides
comprehensive trust, fiduciary, and investment services
for nonprofit institutions. Barry lives in the Birmingham,
Michigan area, but serves clients throughout the state of
Michigan.
Laura Farnsworth McQuaid '92 teaches childbirth
classes in Virginia. Since graduating, she has worked as a
rehabilitation pediatric nurse, spent two years working
with Indians in a missions clinic in Alaska, and has also
worked as a labor and delivery nurse. She and her
husband, Shawn, reside in Cross Junction, Virginia and










master's degree in the art of teaching .n 1998 and is now
enjoying her role as a stay-at-home mom. Raul is in his
first year of a doctoral program at Purdue University
since leaving his teaching position at Cornerstone
University in Grand Rapids, Michigan. They reside in West
Lafayette, Indiana.
Brian '92 and Dana Guy Phipps '90 are in the
States until April 2000. They have been busy sharing
about Muslim evangelism to supporting churches and
colleges, and they are seeking 100 daily prayer partners.
Continue to pray for the persecution that is flowing
heavily into the country where they are ministering.
The Phipps have two sons, Taylor and Tyson.
Paul '92N and Jackie
Rohm Wetzel '92
announce the birth
of Daniel Robert on
November 5, 1999. Big brother Derek (4) welcomed him
home in Cedarville, Ohio.
Matthew White '92 is an assistant principal at Amelia
Middle School in the West Clermont local school district,
just east of Cincinnati, Ohio. Matt and his wife
Elizabeth Lane White '93, and their two children,
Katie (3) and Christian (1), reside in Batavia, Ohio.
26 Spring
Jennifer Benefiel
DeKryger '93 and her
husband, Todd, announce the
birth of William Todd on
October 13, 1999. Jennifer
is staying home after six
years of teaching and stays
busy with women's ministries
at Manhattan Bible Church.
Todd is completing a surgical
residency program in New
York City.
Alan '92 and Lara
McNabney Yates '91
announce the birth of
Curtis Alan on
September 24, 1999.
His brother, Nathan (1),
awaited his arrival in
Olean, New York.
Carlos Jr. "Bumper" '93
and Susanne Justice
Hidalgo '93 announce the
birth of Lauren Elizabeth on
May 17, 1999. Big brothers
Jonathan (3) and
Jeremy (2) welcomed her
home in Farmers Branch,
Texas. Bumper is senior
account executive of a
marketing firm and is a
junior high youth pastor,
while Susanne stays at home to care for the children.
Heather Rifenberick King '93 is the lead singer in
the Christian band Daniel's Window. The band signed a
record deal with True Tunes Records, and their compact
disc It's A Mystery was nationally released in January.
Paul '93 and Lisa
Davidson
McGrady '89 announce





Curt '93N and Angie Henry Pearson '94N
announce the birth Of Krista Brianne on July 27, 1999.
She joins her siblings, Ashley (5), Megan (3), and
Bryan (1), at home in Corning, Iowa.
Christina McGuire Struck '93 and her husband, Dan,
announce the birth of Ceara Anne on October 30, 1999.
Dan is a director of information systems, and Christina
enjoys staying home with their daughter in
Boyne Falls, Michigan.
Robb Barnum '94 has been awarded the Chartered
Financial Analyst (CFA) designation. Robb works in
New York for Citigroup Investments as a fixed income
analyst supporting the traders and portfolio managers.
His wife, Nancy, works as a registered nurse in an
emergency room. They reside in Mahwah, New Jersey.
Matt Cutler '94 and his wife, Brooke, announce the
birth of Reagen James on November 29, 1999. Matt is a
field consultant for Two Men And A Truck, International,
and Brooke is the marketing coordinator for the Athena










Delavan, Wisconsin, and joins his brother, Joshua (2).
Nathan '94 and Karen
Beck Gill '95 announce
the birth of Emily Elizabeth
on November 8, 1999.
Nathan is a loan originator
for Concorde Mortgage
Company, and Karen is
employed part-time as a
case manager/discharge
planner registered nurse at
Licking Memorial Hospital.
They reside in Newark,
Ohio, where they are members of Bible Baptist Church.
Debbie Koch
Glosson '94 and her
husband, Chris, announce
the birth of Zachary James
on August 24, 1999.
They reside in Hudson, Ohio.
Brenda Sprankle '94
works at Word of Life
Hungary teaching four
English classes and tutoring
the wife of a Hungarian
staff member. She praises the Lord for the great summer
of ministry she had with the short-term missions teams.
Tim '95 and Naomi Jensen Cowley '95 announce
the birth of Emily Katrine on January 2, 2000.
Her sibling, Marika, welcomed her home in Cebu City,
Philippines. Naomi is taking a midwifery course offered
through Mercy in Action/Vineyard School of Missions.
Tim and Naomi plan to work in community-development
roles in Africa.
Char Grygiel Helmick '95 and her husband, Tim,
announce the birth of Emily Nicole on September 27,
1999. Char stays home with Emily and occasionally
works at Barnes Jewish Hospital as a nurse. They reside
in St. Peters, Missouri.
Keith '95 and Debbie
Perkins Hurt '94






McMann '95 and her
husband, Chris,
announce the birth of
Nicholas James. He was born January 28, 1999 and joins
his brother, J.C. (2), at home in Dayton, Ohio.
Tom Palmer '95 and
Ruth Hamilton '95
were married
September 5, 1998 at
Calvary Baptist Church
in Xenia, Ohio. After a
honeymoon in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
they have made their
home in Ft. Wayne,
Indiana. Tom is a
vehicle test engineer at
Navistar, and Ruth is a
branch office
administrator at Edward Jones Investments.
Karen Cushman
Pawson '95 and her
husband, Gordon,
announce the birth of
Elisa Lynn on May 11,
1999. The Pawsons live
in Millinocket, Maine,
where Gordon is the
pastor of Faith Baptist
Church.
Brent '95 and Keila
Whittaker
Underwood '95
announce the birth of
Trent Whittaker on August 19, 1999. Brent is the director












and Eric Mounts '81,
officiated the ceremony.
Aimee's parents,
Timothy '73 and Janice Spradlin Greenwood '73,
and several other Cedarville alumni participated in the
wedding. After a honeymoon in San Diego, California, the
Hoskins returned to Springfield, where David works at
Security National Bank, and Aimee works at Speedway
SuperAmerica.
Geoff Lane '96 and Lynnette Stoll '95N were
married December 19, 1998. They enjoyed a honeymoon
in California before returning home to Des Moines, Iowa.
Geoff teaches junior high math and Bible at Grandview
Park Baptist School, and Lynette is an insurance auditor
for Serve Com Associates.
Julie Overmoyer Otten '96 and her husband, Paul,
announce the birth of Emma Rose on March 14, 1999.
Julie is a full-time mom and graduate student at Xavier
University in Cincinnati, Ohio. Paul is an administrator
with the Fairfield City Schools. They reside in
Lawrenceburg, Indiana.
Brett Popp '96N and his wife, Gretchen, were married
May 8, 1999. Brett is the director of youth ministries at
Millgrove Bible Church. They reside in Alden, New York.
Samantha Sternad Abels '97 works as a publications
editor and writer for Bible Literature International.
She and her husband, Steve, reside in Columbus, Ohio.
Doug '97 and Heather Ganly Amundson '98
announce the arrival of Caleb Austin on December 24,









Sean '97 and Jennifer Rogers Condi! '97 have
relocated to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, where Sean has
been assigned to the combat communications squadron




married July 3, 1999
at Bristol Federated





honeymoon in Alaska, the couple has settled in Derry,
New Hampshire. Scott is an electrical engineer at Fay,
Spofferd, and Thorndike, and Jolyn is a first grade
teacher at Concord Christian School.
Stephen Houg '97 and
Holly Sorensen '99
were married August 28,
1999 at First Baptist
Church in Creston, Iowa.
Many Cedarville alumni
participated in the
wedding. Steve is a
financial advisor with
Cauldwell Financial Group,
and Holly is a substitute
teacher. The couple resides
in West Des Moines, Iowa.
Shari Magin '97 is a full-time staff nurse and
preceptor in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at The
Children's Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio. Shari writes,
"Coming in as a new grad (after being told 'we don't hire
new grads to the NICU') proved to be very challenging,
but I felt the nursing program at Cedarville prepared me
well to meet those challenges. I am living proof that 'God
can use "B" students too!' Within a very short time I
went from the 'new kid' to being a preceptor who
teaches other students and new employees.... During my
time of taking care of the critically-ill babies and
preemies I have had many opportunities to share the
love of Christ with families by offering hope, praying
with them, and giving daily encouragement." Shari has
news on another front—she is engaged to marry Joel
Misirian '98. Joel is a police officer for the New Berlin
Police Department in New Berlin, Wisconsin. "Joel is a
Godsend and an answer to prayer," Shari writes. "We are
excitedly planning a June 24, 2000 wedding and long
for the days when we won't have to be so far apart."
Kara Malone '97 and Mark Sicard were married
September 18, 1999 in Rochester, New Hampshire.
They enjoyed a honeymoon on Paradise Island in the
Bahamas and now reside in Hampton, New Hampshire.
David Moore '97 and his wife, Jessica, announce the
birth of Brittany Rose on December 27, 1999.
They reside in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Kathy Petersen Perry '97 is a nurse on the
telemetry unit at Spectrum Health in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Her husband, Craig '97, attends seminary.
Steve '97 and Kathy
Wainwright Reutlinger '96
announce the birth of Simla Lane
on October 14, 1998. Steve
works in operations at First
Service Bank, and Kathy teaches
special education at Pennridge
High School. They reside in
Perkasie, Pennsylvania.
Jesse '97 and Kerry Allen
Roberts '97 announce the birth
of Jacob Charles on April 11,
1999. Jesse works at Thermal
Dynamics, and Kerry stays at
home with Jacob in Plainfield,
New Hampshire.
Brett Shilton '97 and
Kimberly Kleiman '01
were married June 19,








has made their home in
Cedarville while Kim
finishes her nursing
degree. Brett works for Roger Storer Plumbing in
Springfield, Ohio.
Keely Waibel '97 and Curtis Henthorn were married
May 22, 1999 in Medina, Ohio. After a honeymoon in
the Caribbean, the couple has settled in Ravenna, Ohio.
Both are employed by Westfield Insurance Companies—
Curtis as a claims representative and Keely as a
marketing manager.
Beth Hoffman Wise '97 and her husband, Brad,
announce the birth of Micah Paul on June 12, 1999.
They reside in Mercersburg, Pennsylvania.
Samuel Yeiter '97 is the pastor at Faith Baptist Church
in Auburn, Washington. He is also a student at Northwest
Baptist Seminary in Tacoma, Washington, studying
towards his master of divinity degree.
Michael Crawford '98 and Abigail Manage '99
were married June 19, 1999. Abigail is a teacher at
Grove City Christian School. They reside in Hilliard, Ohio.
Chad Larr '98 and his wife, Patricia, announce the
birth of Robert Charles on January 14, 2000. They reside
in Cedarville, Ohio.
Derek '98 and Sarah
Svendsen Luke '98
announce the birth of
Braylen Derek on
August 11, 1999.
The family resides in
Kearney, Nebraska, where
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Derek is a police officer. Sarah stays at home with
Braylen and works as a pediatric nurse for Good
Samaritan Health Systems.
Alumni Staffer Weds
Charity Rizer '98, alumni
relations administrative
assistant, married Jason
Grahame '99 in an
afternoon service at Southgate
Baptist Church in Springfield,
Ohio on December 11, 1999.
Pastor Robert Rohm '68,
vice president of Christian
ministries, performed the
ceremony, and Jay
LeBlanc '94, Susan West '98, Josh Berrus '99,
and Liz McDonald '99 provided music Other alumni
and students in the wedding included bridesmaid Laura
Schulz Overholt '98, bridesmaid Jenni Myers '99,
best man Rob Kocher '00, groomsman Jared
Mitchell '99, groomsman Aaron Johnson '99, and
groomsman Adam Rizer '00 The couple
honeymooned in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee and currently
live in Cedarville, Ohio. Jason works at Greene
Memorial Hospital in Xenia, Ohio.
Charles Robinson '98
and Laura Brown '99
were married June 26, 1999
at Missionary Baptist Church
in Carlisle, Iowa. Several
Cedarville alumni and
students participated in the
wedding. The couple enjoyed
a honeymoon on Vancouver
Island, British Columbia.
They now reside in
Fayetteville, North Carolina,
where Charlie is a lieutenant
with the 82nd Airborne sta ioned at Fort Bragg, and
Laura is teaching at Fayetteville Christian School.
Chris Vitarelli '98 and Jody
Hovis '98 were married
September 26, 1998 in
Ortonville, Michigan. They have
settled in Jamestown, New
York, where Chris is the youth
pastor at Lakewood Baptist
Church, and Jody teaches
private voice lessons. Recently,
they performed as Nadel and
Perchick in Fiddler on the Roof
at the Lucille Ball Little Theater.
Sherri Woodard '98 and Matthew Day were married
June 26, 1999 at Trenton Hills United Brethren Church in
Adrian, Michigan. After a honeymoon to Florida, they
have made their home in Jerome, Michigan. Sherri is a
first grade teacher at Wayne Gray Elementary School,










Curacao and now live
on Hanscom Air Force Base in Massachusetts, where
Brandon is second lieutenant. Julie works as a registered
nurse on the cardiac floor at Auburn Hospital, and
Brandon is an electrical and computer engineer.
Andrea Kline '99 has begun first-year studies at The
Dickinson School of Law of The Pennsylvania State
University.
Dana '99 and Dayna
Sloderbeck Love '92
announce the birth of
Addalyn Jean on
November 18, 1998.
Her brother, Addison (3),
awaited her arrival in
Springfield, Ohio.
Andy Manwiller '99 serves as youth pastor at
Meadowbrook Baptist Church in Lima, Ohio. He and his
wife, Angela DeSantis Manwiller '99, have
ministered to the youth for the past year.




1999. They enjoyed a
honeymoon in the
Smokey Mountains.




Dan Osborn '99N is the assistant to the pastor for















Steve is the youth pastor at Grace Baptist Church.
Nettie Waibel '99N
and Brian Hogan were
married June 26,
1999 at The Chapel in
Akron, Ohio.
The couple enjoyed a
honeymoon in
Durango, Colorado,
and now reside in
Wadsworth, Ohio.
Nettie is employed by
Daywalt Tobin & Co. in
Akron, Ohio.
John Walton '99N and Heather Choate 'OON were
married July 17, 1999 at Dayton Avenue Baptist Church
in Xenia, Ohio. After a honeymoon in Ft. Myers Beach,
Florida, they have made their home in Xenia, Ohio.
Tim Webster '99 and Stephanie Friemel '99 were
married November 6, 1999 in Cleveland Ohio. Several
Cedarville alumni participated in the wedding. They spent
their honeymoon hiking and relaxing in Logan, Ohio.





were married June 19,
1999 at Tri-County
Baptist Church in West
Chester, Ohio, and
honeymooned in Canciin,
Mexico. Andrew is a
pastoral intern at Tri-
County Baptist Church.
They reside in Hamilton,
Ohio.
In Memory Of
Catharine Dean '32N passed away at the age of 89
on January 2, 2000. She retired from teaching in 1965,
having taught for 35 years. She lived in Jamestown,
Ohio.
Wilda Auld Johnston '32 passed away November 26,
1999. She lived in Dayton, Ohio, where she had taught
at two different schools in the area for 24 years.
Our sincere condolences to her sister, Josephine Auld
Sipe '30, and other family members.
Rachel Douthett Kitchen '32 passed away at the age
of 89 on December 15, 1999. She had been a school
teacher for 35 years, teaching in the communities of
Xenia, Pitching, and South Charleston (Ohio).
She attended and taught Sunday school at Pleasant
Grove Baptist Church and lived in South Charleston.
Luella Robe Hilt '36 passed away January 4, 2000.
She lived in Springfield, Ohio.
Dorothy Kennon Marshall '41N passed away at the
age of 80 on January 2, 2000 in Springfield, Ohio.
She had retired from teaching in 1977, having taught for
32 years. We extend our sympathies to her husband,
Bud, and other family members.
Dorothy Bradford '44 went home to be with the Lord
January 1, 2000. Before retiring, she taught at Vandalia
Butler Schools in Vandalia, Ohio.
Roger Charles '52N passed away December 9, 1999
in Dayton, Ohio. Our sincere condolences to his wife,
Marilyn, and other family members.
Elmer "Red" Evans '58 passed away November 18,
1999 in Yucaipa, California. He served with the Hebrew
Christian Society, pastored four churches, and worked
with the Narramore Christian Foundation for 11 years.
At the age of 64, he received a master's degree in
human resources and development from Azusa Pacific
University. Our sincere condolences to his wife, Ann, and
other family members.
Marikay Schneider Bailey '71 passed away in
November 1999. We extend our condolences to her
husband, Richard, and their three daughters in Fishers,
Indiana, and also to her brother and sister, John
Schneider '70 and Barbara Schneider '87N.
Susan Moser Phillips '86 passed away at the age of
36 on December 21, 1999. She was a member of Grace
Baptist Church in Cedarville, Ohio and was a Sunday
school prayer warrior. We extend our sympathies to her
husband, Doug Phillips '85, and other family
members.
explained Jeff. "Many even give their gifts via our
electronic funds transfer program, Maxim. 250 alumni
are involved in The Torch Club, 20 are in Charter Society,
90 in President's Associates, and two in the Chairman's
Council. My goal is to double alumni involvement in the
next two years."
"The annual fund is a great way to invest in students,
for it bridges the gap between what each student pays
and what it truly costs Cedarville to provide an education.




You expect your gifts to help us achieve our
goal—offering an education consistent with biblical
truth. But do you expect your gifts to help you
achieve your own goals? Well, you should. We
certainly do. In fact, we have hired experienced
personnel to help you accomplish the following
through charitable giving:
• Prepare for retirement and your
children's college expenses
• Turn assets into income
• Honor the memory of a loved
one by helping needy students
• Reduce capital gain, estate, and
income taxes
• Provide income for family
members after your death
You have demonstrated your commitment to
Cedarville College. Allow us to return that
commitment by showing you how to use your
resources to secure your financial, personal, and
charitable goals.
Office of Gift Planning
1-800-766-1115
www.cedarville.edu/dept/plg
club gifts help cover this gap, but someone involved
particularly at the Charter Society level or higher is
covering the entire gap for one or more students
directly," continued Jeff. "While we offer some benefits
to those involved in the giving programs, those do not
seem to be huge motivations. Helping students is."
To inquire about the annual fund giving programs,
please contact Jeff Brock at brockj©cedarville.edu or call
1-800-766-1115.
Career Services Bulletins
• In January we hosted the largest Career Links
session yet for students interested in social work,
criminal justice, and psychology.
• During February more than 30 Christian camps and
more than 70 Christian schools from 23 states came to
campus to recruit our students for full-time and
summer internships.
• Also in February, Director of Career Services Lew
Gibbs announced an addition to the career services
staff. Jeff Reep '79, former Cedarville College men's
basketball coach, will assist the office in further
development of the internship program.
• Anticipated spring events are the Nursing and
Athletic Training Career Day in March and the first ever
Nonprofit Business Day in April. If you wish to attend
these events, contact the career office.
• During April we invite you to listen to Larry
Burkett's nationally-syndicated Money Matters radio
programs. Larry Burkett will conduct several interviews
with Lew Gibbs on the subject of "Preparing Christians







In the 1999-2000 year, alumni are supporting the
giving programs of the annual fund in record numbers,
helping outpace all past alumni giving to the annual
fund. These giving programs include the Torch Club,
Charter Society, President's Associates, and Chairman's
Council. Already, more than 350 alumni are among the
1,100 individuals involved in these programs.
"In the last two years, alumni have made up the
majority of new members involved in these giving clubs.
Even young alumni are finding it a very consistent way
to be involved in Cedarville," shared Jeff Brock '84, who
oversees the annual fund of the College. "In fact, last
year, when we began the Chairman's Council program, an
alum was the first to join."
Each program encourages an annual commitment to
be paid however it is convenient for the alumnus. "The
Torch Club is set up to encourage gifts of S10 each
month, and the others are set up as annual gifts to be
paid in whatever time frame is most convenient,"
The Giving Programs
of the Annual Fund
Torch Club: $10 per month
Charter Society: $42 per month
President's Associates: $84 per month
Chairman's Council: $417 per month
Get a Taste of Cedarville
& Enjoy a Day at
Kings Island
"Get a Taste of Cedarville" is the theme of the fifth
annual Summer Previews program at Cedarville. More
than 1,500 students and leaders from churches across the
Midwest will be on campus for five exciting weekends: July
6-8, July 13-15, July 20-22, July 27-29, and August 3-5.
For just 540 per person, your church youth group will
enjoy fun and games on campus, a praise and challenge
time in the chapel, pizza party, breakfast on Friday and
Saturday mornings, two nights in the residence halls, AND
a full day at Kings Island.
And, don't forget these exciting events:
Junior Jam - April 15
This one-day "children's conference" is filled with
interactive fun, games and spiritual challenge.
This year's theme of "Mission (Almost) Impossible" will help
4th-6th grade students explore the traits of a true friend.
CedarMania - May 12-13
The theme for this year's all-night junior high student event
is "Setting the Record Straight." Along with music, drama,
speaking, games and activities, we are planning to set a
NEW Guinness Book World Record. Bring your students for














• Construction continues to be on schedule; expected completion date is July 1, 2000.
• Official dedication weekend is scheduled for October 20-21, 2000.
• Construction progress can be viewed via the College website at www.cedarville.edu.
• Both current gifts and commitments for future giving (through 2002) are needed to
complete the $21 million Student Life Center Campaign.
For more information, contact the office of development at Cedarville College
at 1-800-766-1115 or clarkm@cedarville.edu.
